
The lighting to the shots introduces the idea of mystery and induces a tense feeling, highlighting 
the the action and adventure genre through mystery of the opening sequence.

The sound tracks over the tense music further puts the audience in the mindset of an action film 
then with sound effects such at the heavy breathing; giving the audience a hint of vulnerablitiy and 
foreshadow the following in the opening sequence. this is further exadurated with the TENSE 
music playing in the background, both working together to attract the audiences attention through 
suspense and MYSTERY.

The close up of the character allows the audience to see the meian protagonists as young teenage 
girls, this is to empahasise the violence and vulnerabiltiy shown towards the younger genration, 
which represents a typical kidnapped victim following the conventions that teenage girls are 
weaker and thus more vulnerable to violence.

The wide vairtey of shot angles allow the opening sequence to be more interesting and intruiguing 
allowing the audience to see the shots from diffrent perspectives giving  a deeper image and view 
on what has happened.

The titles shown are simple but convey the sense of an action film due to the simple and plain 
effect on the font, seen in many other action or adventure films. this simple effect further 
empahsisng an action and MYSTERIOUS sense which i am trying to portray through out to give a 
sense of creepyness and DARKNESS to therefore highlight the action genre.

The syncronous sounds of the door opening adds to the emotion as it allows the audience feel 
more involved and attracted to the opening sequence, as the sound the audicne can hear is the 
same as what the victim can hear, it also makes the opening scene more realistic.

The location that i have used is an abandonned and dirty area which is extremly stereotypicial in 
the similar action related hostage scenein as its empahsising the lonliness and isolation of the 
scene allowing crime to go un noticed, this then makes the audience feel sympathetic toward the 
teenage girl who has been victimised. 

I have used many transitions through out my media product as it keeps the audeince thinking 
about the shots and the shot duration is relativly fast to keep the audience ont he edge of their 
seats.


